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DIY cinema night
If Cinema nights feel like a distant memory why not bring the
cinema experience to your living room? From popping popcorn
box templates to cut-out tickets – these ideas will help you to
create a unique and fun film experience for all the family.
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Picking a film

It’s not always easy picking one singular film, so why not
leave it to fate? Get each member of the family to write
their favourite (family friendly) film on a piece of paper
and put it into a bowl for the youngest member of the
family to pick one out.

Popcorn
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Popcorn the key to any
cinema experience. Instead
of eating from a bag or bowl,
why not create a ‘cinema
worthy’ popcorn box of your
own. We’ve got a template
on page 3 - all you need is
a printer, A4 card, a pair of
scissors and glue or sticky
tape to stick it together.

Tickets
We’ve got printable tickets (or
draw up similar ones of your
own) for the kids to exchange
on entry (to the living room)
with the ‘ticket master’ (Mum/
Dad, that’s your job). There’s
a template on page 4 you can
use. All you need is a printer
and a pair of scissors.

4

Tray of treats
Instead of just bags of chocolate, make the experience
feel more special by giving each family member a special
‘treat tray’ and fill with popcorn, crisps, chips ‘n’ dips,
sweets and a drink. Or if you fancy something a little
healthier, try our Fun Size fruit and vegetables.

Snacktastic Tortilla Chips

Deluxe Hand Cooked Crisps

Snacktastic Microwave Popcorn

Theme
Enhance your cinema night experience
further by setting a theme, from dress up to
the types of treats you buy.

And there you have it.
Your very own DIY cinema night.
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Fold lines
Cut lines
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